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LOOK WHAT’S TALKING

CHATTY BITS & PIECES

£

Floral patterns give an early nod to spring, while shades of
plum and pink keep homes cosy...

Warm tones will help your home blossom beautifully

DESIGN IDEAS and STYLE ADVICE with GILLY HENSON

W e all tend to start
the new year by
making
resolutions we

really intend to keep, but
rarely do.
I would suggest one resolution to

adopt could be to get your home and
interiors organised so that everything
is in the perfect place, both from an
aesthetic and practical point of
view.
Having a well-organised home

seems to result in a very tranquil one,
a perfect antidote to the stress of
Christmas and New Year’s Eve
celebrations.
It may be hard to see how well

storage affects us, yet a lack of clutter
combined with order behind
cupboard doors goes a long way
towards encouraging relaxed living.
If you know where to find key

items and, as a result, where to
squirrel them away, the home runs on
well-oiled wheels.
Great storage is the key to a good

looking streamlined home, whether
you are a minimalist or looking for
simple elegance.
Once classic free-standing pieces

and occasional built-in shelves were
the norm, but now storage must be
capacious and discreet to achieve the
clean spaces we favour today.
Built-in bookshelves and cupboards

can conceal everything you need to

keep without having it all on show
and nothing offers a total solution like
having bespoke bookcases or
storage units made to your
specifications.
If this is not an option, look at

where you need extra storage and
choose well-made pieces, ready to
self-assemble, and simplify your
working spaces by finding smart
containers to line up on shelves or on
top of cupboards.
Happy organised 2016!

Gilly Henson is an interior designer
offering advice and stocking fabrics,
papers, furniture and lighting. For advice
on choosing paint colours for your home
contact Gilly Henson Design by e-mailing
gilly@gillyhensondesign.co.uk

SOPHIE WINS GOLD
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